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About FreshGuarantee

Stop worrying about your perishable goods showing up at its recipient’s 

doorstep dead or ruined. With FreshGuarantee, we protect your clients 

perishable purchases while in-transit and in the hands of the carriers to 

ensure a fresh products arrives on time or your money back.

FreshGuarantee and its underwriters have been an industry leader for over 

50 years, offering one of the best All Risk/Open-Pe il worldwide shipping 

insurance solutions available on the market.  With offices in the US and 

United Kingdom we are able to offer tailored solutions for any situation 

and now bringing FreshGuarantee to the market for perishable goods.  

We cover all shipment regardless of origin; we are in full compliance with 

each countries unique regulatory requirements.





About the Program

FreshGuarantee and its underwriters have been working in the shipping insurance 

industry for years covering a multitude of carriers and methods used. 

With coverage underwritten by an A+ rated Insurer, you can feel confident in 

the fact that you are receiving premium open-peril and complete risk coverage, 

protecting you against loss, damage and theft at a fraction of the cost.

We offer two types of Business Insurance Programs:

ShipGuarantee

For traditional tangible goods offering a real insurance policy vs. declared value at 30% 

less than the carriers at an average rate of 0.80% with a minimum policy of $1.50.

FreshGuarantee
 

Offering all the benefits of ShipGuarantee plus the added protection for perishable items 

and guaranteeing that they arrive fresh and ready to enjoy!  FreshGuarantee coverage is 

available at an average rate of 4.50% with a minimum policy of $2.99.

Shipping Insurance Programs





The benefits of FreshGuarantee shipping insurance

100% Protection - against loss, damage, or theft while in transit worldwide

Have a Question?
A licensed representative can assist you at anytime, no automated service

Save Money
with FreshGuarantee’s 

discounted rates over 

the carriers offering

Save Time
by handling all aspects 

of insurance within the 

ShipGuarantee environment

Genuine Insurance
coverage as opposed to 

‘Declared Value’ offered 

by some carriers

Simple Claims
process which is 

hassle free, and 

user friendly.

FreshGuarantee is currently able to work with a multitude of platforms available to businesses. 

Shipments can be reported using our online manifest system, by API, FTP, or by providing a .csv 

file at months end. Our internal systems have been built to be as flexible and scalable as possible; 

ensuring that we can be there every step of the way as a business grows.Examples of industry 

solution reports that automatically sync with our systems:

 USPS, Click-N-Ship, Shipworks, Endicia, Dazzle, 

eBay, stamps.com and many more.

Platform Integration & Reporting



Obtain a Quote
To receive a quote for coverage all we need is the following:

1) Average Shipped Daily

2) Average Value

3) Shipping Domestic/International?

4) Carriers Used

5) Commodity Shipped

With the above information, we will proceed to provide a quote 

that can be executed should it be deemed acceptable by both parties.



Fresh Flower Delivery              Fresh Meal Kits Delivery

Delivered Prepared Meals                   Baked Goods 

Premade Meal Kits                Fresh Fruits    

Gourmet Steaks or Meats             Grocery Delivery 

Gourmet Cheese’s     Etc. 

FreshGuarantee 
Example Product Types:





UPS expects to deliver 527 million packages just between 

Thanksgiving and Christmas

UPS SYSTEM WIDE DAMAGE RATE: 

1.4% 7,358,000 shipments!

FedEx is expecting more than 380 million parcels during the same time period

FEDEX SYSTEM WIDE DAMAGE RATE:

1.3% 4,940,000 shipments!

U.S. Postal Service intakes 21.8 million packages a month, 

along with 1.4 billion pieces of mail

USPS SYSTEM WIDE DAMAGE RATE: 

1.8% 4,708,800 shipments annually

As an example, the Fresh Flower market in the US is $34.3B market, shipping an average of 

571.6M shipments a year and 80% are shipped around either the Holidays, Valentines Day, 

or Mother’s Day.  The average damage rate for non-perishable goods across the carriers is 

1.5% plus the spoilage due to the nature of perishable items.  For Example:

Why Buy Shipping Insurance



Key Benefits

Full Service 3rd party small parcel/cargo insurance company

- FreshGuarantee is fully licensed to transact insurance in all 50 states

- We maintain a complete licensed staff of claim agent/adjusters

- International Coverage as FreshGuarantee is fully licensed worldwide outside 

of any OFAC restricted countries.

Underwritten by Navigators Transportation Group

- Largest U.S. Cargo Insurance specialist, giving ShipGuarantee the ability to 

conduct business in over 200 countries/territories worldwide

- “A+” rated by Fitch S&P; “A” rating by A.M. Best

One stop for all your transportation and insurance needs

- Full integration into the ShipGuarantee platform

- Leverage FreshGuarantee’s customer base to obtain discount insurance

- Ease of use





The Program Steps

Step 1 

Call FreshGuarantee to sign up 

to offer FreshGuarantee on every order

Step 2
Integrate our FreshGuarantee widget or 

API into your website checkout.

Step 3
Client Receives Policy - Unique Claims Link Sent

on merchant receipt as well as optional separate 

email directly from FreshGuarantee

Step 4

Client files claim with FreshGuarantee if package 

is damaged, lost, or not FRESH!

Base Rate: 0.80% with a minimum policy of $1.50





Coverage

In addition, our coverage is world wide outside of any country that is 

or may become Embargoed by the United States or United Nations as sanctioned 

by the Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC).

Streamlined Claims Process

In order to bring as much value to our program as possible, 

we have designed the claims process to be as easy as possible from start to finish.  

Upon signup, the customer will be provided with a unique link to a claims portal they 

can use to file their claim entirely online.

Policy Terms

 All FreshGuarantee policies are month-to-month. 

The policy holder is free to cancel at anytime with no cancellation fees. 

The policy holder would only be responsible to pay for shipments insured 

during the active term of the policy.

Minimum Requirements

 There are no minimum requirements to sign up with FreshGuarantee. We have shipping insurance 

programs and rates available for shipments of all shapes and sizes, whether it is a corporation 

shipping thousands of packages a day, or an individual who ships a few times a year, we have 

a shipping insurance solution to fit their needs.





The Policy

We provide an All Risk/Open Peril coverage which lets us tailor the 

program to our clients’ needs, no matter the commodity or conveyance method.

The Value

Finally a policy that understands the business of shipping perishable items and 

how to increase your sales while decreasing the exposure of Chargebacks and Refunds 

from spoilage that is out of your control. You will realize a cost savings over your 

current insurance expenditures as well as a more streamlined claims experience 

with superior coverage.

 

The Setup

We work with all shipping platforms and ecommerce websites. 

Values are entered in an unused reference field instead of the declared value field. 

Data sent to us/you at the end of the month.

Average 

Increase in 

Conversions

Reduction 

in Refunds

Reduction in 

Chargebacks

Higher Spend 

per Transaction 

on Average
5.27% 72% 49%6%





Client Savings Example 

Client #1
42% Saving over Carrier

$3,985 Saved with ShipGuarantee

Client #2 
 34% Savings over Carrier 

$2,532 Saved with ShipGuarantee

$7,539.00

CLIENT #2 COST

$5,007.00

CLIENT #1 COST

$9,429.00

UPS

UPS

SHIPGUARANTEE

SHIPGUARANTEE

$5,444.00



FreshGuarantee  
Minimum Cost      $2.70*   $2.90*  $2.10

Perishable Coverage   

Regulated by the 
Department of insurance

Door-to-Door Coverage

Pays for Losses 
Occurred Outside Control 
of the Carrier

Claims Reimbursed 
May Include the Cost 
of Shipping

Pays Even if Carrier 
Negligence is Not Proven

* Over $100 value

$2.99
$ 1.99

FreshGuarantee  





The FreshGuarantee Difference

Customer Service
USPS - Multiple automated prompts until you reach live person.

FreshGuarantee - Reach a live person via phone or chat immediately, excellent customer service

Filing Methods
USPS - Online/At Post Office/ By Mail

FG - Online/Email/Fax/Mail

Resolution Data
USPS - Once in receipt of properly executed claim, claim may be paid within 30-45 days.

FG - Once in receipt of properly executed claim claim may be paid within 7-10 business days.

Documentation Requirement
USPS - Requires that you supply evidence of insurance, evidence of mailing.

FG - Has automatic confirmation of coverage and does not require evidence of Shipment.

Filing a Claim
USPS - Takes up to 25 minutes to complete a claim filing (per USPS website).

FG - Takes up to 5 minutes to complete a claim filing.

International Filing Methods
USPS - You must call International Inquiry Center and provide sender, buyer, and contact 

information and article number in order to get approval to file claim. They then deal with foreign 

post office, approve the ability to file a claim and then mail claim documents.

FG - Online/Email/Fax/Mail

Documentation
USPS - Customer must provide original copy of insurance in addition to the standard documents 

stated earlier. Can’t be uploaded online, is required to be mailed in.

FG - Has automatic confirmation of coverage, requires same standard documentation 

as domestic claim. Documents can be uploaded online.

Damage Claims
USPS - If damaged, parcel may be required to be shipped to its country of origin.

FG - No such requirements.



www.shopguarantee.com
Create customer confidence and trust in todays online marketplace

FreshGuarantee  


